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	Faculty member being evaluated: Luke Dahn
	Date of evaluation: 22 February 2022
	Members of DRC Committee preparing this Report: Paul Sherrill, Vedrana Subotic
	Other: 
	comments are sufficient: Based on an evaluation of his submitted personal statement, CV, syllabi, peer teaching observations, and student course evaluations, the subcommittee strongly recommends Dr. Dahn for reappointment. His contributions in teaching meet the criteria for excellent, and he has moreover exceeded the demands of his role through research and service that at a minimum meet the standards for Very Good rating in those categories.In 2021, Dr. Dahn taught four courses per semester and -- in Spring 2022 -- has taken on an overload by teaching 4 composition lessons in addition to his courses. The syllabi for his courses are uniformly excellent, demonstrating from core undergraduate courses through graduate seminars an expert command of the subject matter, clear articulations of learning outcomes and assessments, and a comprehensive and well-organized course outline. Dr. Dahn, like many of us, had to develop new pedagogical skills to adapt to online teaching during the pandemic (including during Spring 2021), and as his peer teaching observations indicate, he has continued to use some of these techniques into the present semester, such as having students post reading questions to Canvas in advance of class to stimulate discussion. (This is a technique that at least one student singled out for praise in his Spring 2021 evaluations.) Unsurprisingly, his student feedback is overwhelmingly positive, praising his knowledge, classroom management, organization, teaching persona, and constructive feedback. For instance, one student writes: "Dr. Dahn is a great instructor. I've taken several courses from him now and his classes always have a nice atmosphere with questions and comments encouraged but never uncomfortably forced which I greatly appreciate. He really knows a lot about music and is very structured and easy to learn from." On the basis of these facts, we find that he has made substantial and sustained contributions in course instruction, meriting an Excellent rating on all three teaching subcategories.In addition to his teaching, Dr. Dahn also contributes significantly to the School of Music community through both service and research. He has had several significant research accomplishments in 2021, as listed in his CV and personal statement, including two commissions and two forthcoming CDs. Among his service contributions are his leadership in organizing the Abravanel guest composer series within the School of Music during the 2021-22 academic year. Dr. Dahn also combines service and research in his studies of JS Bach's chorales, which have led to both a coauthored music theory paper in 2020 (research) and an immensely useful website (service to the public) Activities such as these warrant an evaluation of at least Very Good on in the areas of research and service.In short, we enthusiastically recommend Dr. Dahn for reappointment.Paul SherrillVedrana Subotic
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